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According to the Argentine media, the country's poor trade performance this year is the principal
reason officials are preparing for a new round of negotiations with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and creditor banks to obtain new loans to cover the gap. Estimates of the annual
trade surplus are between $1 billion and $1.5 billion, far below the expected total of at least $2.45
billion. (See "Argentina: Inflation Not Yet Under Control, Foreign Trade Surplus Down," Chronicle
08/18/87.) On Sept. 10, strategy meetings among the members of Argentine negotiating team
headed by Economy Minister Juan Sourrouille began. The team will travel to the United States
in late September to initiate negotiations with the IMF and private creditors and to participate
in the annual joint IMF-World Bank meeting. Meanwhile, analysts expect the new round to be
problematic due to recent economic trends. Few of the targets specified for the July-August period
in the IMF agreement signed in July have been met. The end of the accord's first evaluation phase
occurs in late September-early October, when Buenos Aires is scheduled to receive a $21 million
installment from the IMF. Specifically, the accord establishes that Argentina's fiscal deficit, currently
at 6.5% of GDP, must decline in the second half of the year to a maximum 2% of GDP. Meeting
this target requires a combination of substantial real increases in charges for public services and
a reduction in the public employee wage bill, a move which President Raul Alfonsin's economic
team has not yet implemented. Next, the receptiveness of the banks and the Fund to Argentine
requests for additional loans at this time is questionable given Alfonsin's recent announcement
of a diplomatic offensive on the debt question. (See article above.) As pointed out by Argentine
news agency DYN (09/14/87), this new offensive is in reality similar to Brazil's present combative
approach, and a previous one adopted by Buenos Aires under former economy minister Bernardo
Grinspun. Grinspun was considered abrasive and "undiplomatic" by representatives of creditor
nations and banks. The Brazilian approach has bankers and US Treasury officials on edge.
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